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Features and NLP

Twenty years ago log-linear models allowed greater freedom to
model correlations than simple multinomial parametrisations, but
imposed the need for feature engineering.



Features and NLP

Distributed/neural models allow us to learn shallow features for our
classifiers, capturing simple correlations between inputs.



Deep Learning and NLP
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game's the same, just got more fierce

Deep learning should allow us to learn hierarchical generalisations.



Deep Learning and NLP: Question Answer Selection

When did James Dean die?

Generalisation

Generalisation

In 1955, actor James Dean was killed in a two-car collision near Cholame, Calif.

Beyond classification, deep models for embedding sentences have
seen increasing success.



Deep Learning and NLP: Question Answer Selection

g

In 1955, actor was killed in James Dean a two-car collision near Cholame, Calif.

When did James Dean Die ?

Recurrent neural networks provide a very practical tool for
sentence embedding.



Deep Learning for NLP: Machine Translation

� � 我 一 杯

i 'd like a glass of white wine , please .

Generation

白 葡萄酒 。

Generalisation

We can even view translation as encoding and decoding sentences.



Deep Learning for NLP: Machine Translation

Les chiens aiment les os ||| Dogs love bones

Dogs love bones </s>

Source sequence Target sequence

Recurrent neural networks again perform surprisingly well.



NLP at Google DeepMind

Small steps towards NLU:

• reading and understanding text,

• connecting natural language, action,
and inference in real environments.



Supervised Reading Comprehension

To achieve our aim of training supervised machine learning models
for machine reading and comprehension, we must first find data.



Supervised Reading Comprehension: MCTest

Document

James the Turtle was always getting in trouble. Sometimes he’d reach into the
freezer and empty out all the food. Other times he’d sled on the deck and get
a splinter. His aunt Jane tried as hard as she could to keep him out of trouble,
but he was sneaky and got into lots of trouble behind her back.
One day, James thought he would go into town and see what kind of trouble he
could get into. He went to the grocery store and pulled all the pudding off the
shelves and ate two jars. Then he walked to the fast food restaurant and
ordered 15 bags of fries. He didn’t pay, and instead headed home.
. . .

Question

Where did James go after he went to the grocery store?

1 his deck

2 his freezer

3 a fast food restaurant

4 his room



Supervised Reading Comprehension: FB Synthetic

Synthetic example from the FaceBook data set

Towards AI-Complete Question Answering: A Set of Prerequisite Toy Tasks

achieve 100% accuracy. We tried to choose tasks that are
natural to a human reader, and no background in areas such
as formal semantics, machine learning, logic or knowledge
representation is required for an adult to solve them.

The data itself is produced using a simple simulation of
characters and objects moving around and interacting in lo-
cations, described in Section 4. The simulation allows us to
generate data in many different scenarious where the true
labels are known by grounding to the simulation. For each
task, we describe it by giving a small sample of the dataset
including statements, questions and the true labels (in red).

3.1. Basic Factoid QA with Single Supporting Fact

Our first task consists of questions where a single support-
ing fact that has been previously given provides the answer.
We first test one of the simplest cases of this, by asking for
the location of a person. A small sample of the task is thus:

John is in the playground.
Bob is in the office.
Where is John? A:playground

This kind of synthetic data was already used in
(Weston et al., 2014). It can be considered the simplest
case of some real world QA datasets such as in (Fader et al.,
2013).

3.2. Factoid QA with Two Supporting Facts

A harder task is to answer questions where two supporting
statements have to be chained to answer the question:

John is in the playground.
Bob is in the office.
John picked up the football.
Bob went to the kitchen.
Where is the football? A:playground

For example, to answer the questionWhere is the football?,
both John picked up the football and John is in the play-
ground are supporting facts. Again, this kind of task was
already used in (Weston et al., 2014).

Note that, to show the difficulty of these tasks for a learning
machine with no other knowledge we can shuffle the letters
of the alphabet and produce equivalent datasets:

Sbdm ip im vdu yonrckblms.
Abf ip im vdu bhhigu.
Sbdm yigaus ly vdu hbbvfnoo.
Abf zumv vb vdu aivgdum.
Mduku ip vdu hbbvfnoo? A:yonrckblms

We can also use the simulation to generate other languages
other than English. We thus produced the same set of tasks
in Hindi, e.g. for this task:

Manoj gendh le kar aaya.
Manoj gusalkhaney mein chala gaya.
Gendh is samay kahan hai? A: gusalkhana
Manoj daftar gaya.
Priya bagichey gayi.
Gendh ab kahan hai? A: daftar

3.3. Factoid QA with Three Supporting Facts
Similarly, one can make a task with three supporting facts:

John picked up the apple.
John went to the office.
John went to the kitchen.
John dropped the apple.
Where was the apple before the kitchen? A:office

The first three statements are all required to answer this.

3.4. Two Argument Relations: Subject vs. Object

To answer questions the ability to differentiate and recog-
nize subjects and objects is crucial. We consider here the
extreme case where sentences feature re-orderedwords, i.e.
a bag-of-words will not work:

The office is north of the bedroom.
The bedroom is north of the bathroom.
What is north of the bedroom? A: office
What is the bedroom north of? A: bathroom

Note that the two questions above have exactly the same
words, but in a different order, and different answers.

3.5. Three Argument Relations

Similarly, sometimes one needs to differentiate three sepa-
rate arguments, such as in the following task:
Mary gave the cake to Fred.
Fred gave the cake to Bill.
Jeff was given the milk by Bill.
Who gave the cake to Fred? A: Mary
Who did Fred give the cake to? A: Bill
What did Jeff receive? A: milk
Who gave the milk? A: Bill

The last question is potentially the hardest for a learner as
the first two can be answered by providing the actor that is
not mentioned in the question.

3.6. Yes/No questions

This task tests, on some of the simplest questions possible
(specifically, ones with a single supporting fact) the ability
of a model to answer true/false type questions:

John is in the playground.
Daniel picks up the milk.
Is John in the classroom? A:no
Does Daniel have the milk? A:yes

An alternative to real language is to generate scripts from a
synthetic grammar.



Supervised Reading Comprehension

The CNN and DailyMail websites provide paraphrase summary
sentences for each full news story.



Supervised Reading Comprehension

CNN article:

Document The BBC producer allegedly struck by Jeremy Clarkson will not
press charges against the “Top Gear” host, his lawyer said
Friday. Clarkson, who hosted one of the most-watched
television shows in the world, was dropped by the BBC
Wednesday after an internal investigation by the British
broadcaster found he had subjected producer Oisin Tymon “to
an unprovoked physical and verbal attack.” . . .

Query Producer X will not press charges against Jeremy Clarkson, his
lawyer says.

Answer Oisin Tymon

We formulate Cloze style queries from the story paraphrases.



Supervised Reading Comprehension

From the Daily Mail:

• The hi-tech bra that helps you beat breast X;

• Could Saccharin help beat X ?;

• Can fish oils help fight prostate X ?

An ngram language model would correctly predict (X = cancer),
regardless of the document, simply because this is a frequently
cured entity in the Daily Mail corpus.



Supervised Reading Comprehension

MNIST example generation:

We generate quasi-synthetic examples from the original
document-query pairs, obtaining exponentially more training
examples by anonymising and permuting the mentioned entities.



Supervised Reading Comprehension

Original Version Anonymised Version

Context
The BBC producer allegedly struck by Jeremy
Clarkson will not press charges against the “Top
Gear” host, his lawyer said Friday. Clarkson, who
hosted one of the most-watched television shows in
the world, was dropped by the BBC Wednesday after
an internal investigation by the British broadcaster
found he had subjected producer Oisin Tymon “to an
unprovoked physical and verbal attack.” . . .

the ent381 producer allegedly struck by ent212 will
not press charges against the “ ent153 ” host , his
lawyer said friday . ent212 , who hosted one of the
most - watched television shows in the world , was
dropped by the ent381 wednesday after an internal
investigation by the ent180 broadcaster found he
had subjected producer ent193 “ to an unprovoked
physical and verbal attack . ” . . .

Query
Producer X will not press charges against Jeremy
Clarkson, his lawyer says.

producer X will not press charges against ent212 , his
lawyer says .

Answer
Oisin Tymon ent193

Original and anonymised version of a data point from the Daily
Mail validation set. The anonymised entity markers are constantly
permuted during training and testing.



Data Set Statistics

CNN Daily Mail

train valid test train valid test

# months 95 1 1 56 1 1
# documents 108k 1k 1k 195k 12k 11k
# queries 438k 4k 3k 838k 61k 55k
Max # entities 456 190 398 424 247 250
Avg # entities 30 32 30 41 45 45
Avg tokens/doc 780 809 773 1044 1061 1066
Vocab size 125k 275k

Articles were collected from April 2007 for CNN and June 2010 for the Daily
Mail, until the end of April 2015. Validation data is from March, test data
from April 2015.



Question difficulty

Category Sentences

1 2 ≥3

Simple 12 2 0
Lexical 14 0 0
Coref 0 8 2
Coref/Lex 10 8 4
Complex 8 8 14
Unanswerable 10

Distribution (in percent) of queries over category and number of
context sentences required to answer them based on a subset of
the CNN validation data.



Frequency baselines (Accuracy)

CNN Daily Mail

valid test valid test

Maximum frequency 26.3 27.9 22.5 22.7
Exclusive frequency 30.8 32.6 27.3 27.7

A simple baseline is to always predict the entity appearing most
often in the document. A refinement of this is to exclude entities
in the query.



Frame semantic matching

A stronger benchmark using a state-of-the-art frame semantic
parser and rules with an increasing recall/precision trade-off:

Strategy Pattern ∈ Q Pattern ∈ D Example (Cloze / Context)

1 Exact match (p, V , y) (x, V , y) X loves Suse / Kim loves Suse
2 be.01.V match (p, be.01.V, y) (x, be.01.V, y) X is president / Mike is president
3 Correct frame (p, V , y) (x, V , z) X won Oscar / Tom won Academy Award
4 Permuted frame (p, V , y) (y, V , x) X met Suse / Suse met Tom
5 Matching entity (p, V , y) (x, Z , y) X likes candy / Tom loves candy
6 Back-off strategy Pick the most frequent entity from the context that doesn’t appear in the query

x denotes the entity proposed as answer, V is a fully qualified
PropBank frame (e.g. give.01.V ). Strategies are ordered by
precedence and answers determined accordingly.



Frame semantic matching

CNN Daily Mail

valid test valid test

Maximum frequency 26.3 27.9 22.5 22.7
Exclusive frequency 30.8 32.6 27.3 27.7
Frame-semantic model 32.2 33.0 30.7 31.1

Failure modes:

• The Propbank parser has poor coverage with many relations
not picked up as they do not adhere to the default
predicate-argument structure.

• The frame-semantic approach does not trivially scale to
situations where several frames are required to answer a query.



Word distance benchmark

Consider the query “Tom Hanks is friends with X’s manager,
Scooter Brown” where the document states “... turns out he is
good friends with Scooter Brown, manager for Carly Rae Jepson.”

The frame-semantic parser fails to pickup the friendship or
management relations when parsing the query.



Word distance benchmark

Word distance benchmark:

• align the placeholder of the Cloze form question with each
possible entity in the context document,

• calculate a distance measure between the question and the
context around the aligned entity,

• sum the distances of every word in Q to its nearest aligned
word in D.

Alignment is defined by matching words either directly or as
aligned by the coreference system.



Word distance benchmark

CNN Daily Mail

valid test valid test

Maximum frequency 26.3 27.9 22.5 22.7
Exclusive frequency 30.8 32.6 27.3 27.7
Frame-semantic model 32.2 33.0 30.7 31.1
Word distance model 46.2 46.9 55.6 54.8

This benchmark is robust to small mismatches between the query
and answer, correctly solving most instances where the query is
generated from a highlight which in turn closely matches a
sentence in the context document.



Reading via Encoding

Use neural encoding models for estimating the probability of word
type a from document d answering query q:

p(a|d , q) ∝ exp (W (a)g(d , q)) , s.t. a ∈ d .

where W (a) indexes row a of weight matrix W and function
g(d , q) returns a vector embedding of a document and query pair.



Deep LSTM Reader

We employ a Deep LSTM cell with skip connections,

x ′(t, k) = x(t)||y ′(t, k − 1),

i(t, k) = σ
(
Wkxix

′(t, k) + Wkhih(t − 1, k) + Wkcic(t − 1, k) + bki
)
,

f (t, k) = σ (Wkxf x(t) + Wkhf h(t − 1, k) + Wkcf c(t − 1, k) + bkf ) ,

c(t, k) = f (t, k)c(t − 1, k) + i(t, k) tanh
(
Wkxcx

′(t, k) + Wkhch(t − 1, k) + bkc
)
,

o(t, k) = σ
(
Wkxox

′(t, k) + Wkhoh(t − 1, k) + Wkcoc(t, k) + bko
)
,

h(t, k) = o(t, k) tanh (c(t, k)) ,

y ′(t, k) = Wkyh(t, k) + bky ,

y(t) = y ′(t, 1)|| . . . ||y ′(t,K),

where || indicates vector concatenation h(t, k) is the hidden state for layer k at
time t, and i , f , o are the input, forget, and output gates respectively.

gLSTM(d , q) = y(|d |+ |q|)

with input x(t) the concatenation of d and q separated by the delimiter |||.



Deep LSTM Reader

Mary went to X visited EnglandEngland |||

g



Deep LSTM Reader

Mary went toX visited England England|||

g



Deep LSTM Reader

CNN Daily Mail

valid test valid test

Maximum frequency 26.3 27.9 22.5 22.7
Exclusive frequency 30.8 32.6 27.3 27.7
Frame-semantic model 32.2 33.0 30.7 31.1
Word distance model 46.2 46.9 55.6 54.8

Deep LSTM Reader 49.0 49.9 57.1 57.3

Given the difficult of its task, the Deep LSTM Reader performs
very strongly.



The Attentive Reader

Denote the outputs of a bidirectional LSTM as −→y (t) and ←−y (t). Form two
encodings, one for the query and one for each token in the document,

u = −→yq (|q|) || ←−yq (1), yd(t) = −→yd (t) || ←−yd (t).

The representation r of the document d is formed by a weighted sum of the
token vectors. The weights are interpreted as the model’s attention,

m(t) = tanh (Wymyd(t) + Wumu) ,

s(t) ∝ exp (wᵀ
msm(t)) ,

r = yds.

Define the joint document and query embedding via a non-linear combination:

gAR(d , q) = tanh (Wrg r + Wugu) .



The Attentive Reader

r
s(1)y(1)

s(3)y(3)s(2)y(2)

u

g

s(4)y(4)

Mary went to X visited EnglandEngland



The Attentive Reader

CNN Daily Mail

valid test valid test

Maximum frequency 26.3 27.9 22.5 22.7
Exclusive frequency 30.8 32.6 27.3 27.7
Frame-semantic model 32.2 33.0 30.7 31.1
Word distance model 46.2 46.9 55.6 54.8

Deep LSTM Reader 49.0 49.9 57.1 57.3
Uniform attention1 31.1 33.6 31.0 31.7
Attentive Reader 56.5 58.9 64.5 63.7

The attention variables effectively address the Deep LSTM
Reader’s inability to focus on part of the document.

1The Uniform attention baseline sets all m(t) parameters to be equal.



Attentive Reader Training

Models were trained using asynchronous minibatch stochastic
gradient descent (RMSProp) on approximately 25 GPUs.



The Attentive Reader: Predicted: ent49, Correct: ent49



The Attentive Reader: Predicted: ent27, Correct: ent27



The Attentive Reader: Predicted: ent85, Correct: ent37



The Attentive Reader: Predicted: ent24, Correct: ent2



The Impatient Reader

At each token i of the query q compute a representation vector
r(i) using the bidirectional embedding yq(i) = −→yq(i) || ←−yq(i):

m(i , t) = tanh (Wdmyd(t) + Wrmr(i − 1) + Wqmyq(i)) , 1 ≤ i ≤ |q|,
s(i , t) ∝ exp (wᵀ

msm(i , t)) ,

r(0) = r0, r(i) = yᵀd s(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ |q|.

The joint document query representation for prediction is,

g IR(d , q) = tanh (Wrg r(|q|) + Wqgu) .



The Impatient Reader

r

u

r

Mary went to X visited EnglandEngland

r
g



The Impatient Reader

CNN Daily Mail

valid test valid test

Maximum frequency 26.3 27.9 22.5 22.7
Exclusive frequency 30.8 32.6 27.3 27.7
Frame-semantic model 32.2 33.0 30.7 31.1
Word distance model 46.2 46.9 55.6 54.8

Deep LSTM Reader 49.0 49.9 57.1 57.3
Uniform attention 31.1 33.6 31.0 31.7
Attentive Reader 56.5 58.9 64.5 63.7
Impatient Reader 57.0 60.6 64.8 63.9

The Impatient Reader comes out on top, but only marginally.



Attention Models Precision@Recall

Precision@Recall for the attention models on the CNN validation data.



Conclusion

Summary

• supervised machine reading is a viable research direction with
the available data,

• LSTM based recurrent networks constantly surprise with their
ability to encode dependencies in sequences,

• attention is a very effective and flexible modelling technique.

Future directions

• more and better data, corpus querying, and cross document
queries,

• recurrent networks incorporating long term and working
memory are well suited to NLU task.



Google DeepMind and Oxford University
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